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The hydrological processes in the Three-River Headwaters Region (TRHR),

which is located in the Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau and includes the Yangtze

River Headwater Region (YARHR), the Yellow River Headwater Region

(YERHR), and the Lantsang River Headwater Region (LARHR), have changed

under climate warming. Based on multi-source data, the spatial and temporal

changes in precipitation, evapotranspiration, soil water storage, glacier melt,

snowmelt and runoff in the Three-River Headwaters Region from 1982 to

2014 were comprehensively analysed. The annual precipitation data for the

Three-River Headwaters Region from ERA5-Land, the Climatic Research Unit,

the China Meteorological Forcing Dataset and the Global Land Data

Assimilation System (GLDAS) all showed an increasing trend; the annual

evapotranspiration data from ERA5-Land, Global Land Data Assimilation

System, Global Land Evaporation Amsterdam Model (GLEAM) and Terrestrial

Evapotranspiration Dataset across China (TEDC) all showed an increasing trend;

and the annual soil water storage data from ERA5-Land, Global Land Data

Assimilation System and Global Land Evaporation AmsterdamModel all showed

an increasing trend. The annual snowmelt data from ERA5-Land, Global Land

Data Assimilation System and SMT-Y datasets all showed a decreasing trend.

The annual glacier melt increased in the Yangtze River Headwater Region and

Yellow River Headwater Region and decreased in the Lantsang River Headwater

Region. The increases in precipitation, evapotranspiration, soil water content

and glacial melt, and the decreases in snowfall and snowmelt indicate an

accelerated hydrological cycle in the Three-River Headwaters Region over

the 1982 to 2014 period. The significant increase in precipitation is the main

reason for the significant increase in runoff in the Yangtze River Headwater

Region. The increase in precipitation in the Yellow River Headwater Region was

less than the sum of the increase in evapotranspiration and soil water storage,

resulting in a decreasing trend of runoff in the Yellow River Headwater Region.

The increase in precipitation in the Lantsang River Headwater Region was

slightly larger than the sum of that in evapotranspiration and soil water
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storage, and there was an insignificant increase in the runoff in the Lantsang

River Headwater Region.

KEYWORDS

Three-River Headwaters Region, global warming, hydrological cycle, runoff, multi-
source dataset, acceleration

1 Introduction

Climate warming is changing the hydrological cycle, which

poses significant challenges to ecosystems, the environment

and human society (Held and Soden, 2006; Zika et al., 2018).

Understanding the changes in the water cycle under global

warming is critical to mitigating the impact of climate change

(Sohail et al., 2022). Due to its unique high altitude and

topography, the Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau is considered to

be an “initiator” and “amplifier” of climate change (Meng

et al., 2022). From 1980 to 2018, the Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau

warmed at 0.42°C per decade, twice the global average rate, and

marked atmospheric warming has changed the hydrological

cycle of this so-called Asian water tower (Yao et al., 2022). The

Three-River Headwaters Region (TRHR), in the hinterland of

the Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau in China, includes three separate

headwater regions, namely, the Yellow River Headwater

Region (YERHR), the Yangtze River Headwater Region

(YARHR) and Lantsang River Headwater Region (LARHR).

Changes in the water cycle of the TRHR under climate

warming will directly affect the freshwater supply of China

and its surrounding regions.

The TRHR has experienced clear climate changes over the

past few decades (Chu et al., 2019; Tang and Cao, 2021), and

many studies have reported trends in hydro-climatic indicators

based on in-situ observation data. Observation data obtained

from 20 meteorological stations inside the TRHR revealed that

the spatial averaged warming rate was 0.37°C/(10a) from 1961 to

2019, which was above the global average, and also significantly

higher than that at the same latitude and in China (Jin et al.,

2021). Shi et al. (2016) analysed precipitation data from

29 meteorological stations inside and around the TRHR from

1961 to 2014, and found that the annual precipitation of

26 stations showed an increasing trend, with 16 stations

showing a statistically significant change. Evapotranspiration

is one of the most important components of the hydrological

cycle. Due to the lack of actual evapotranspiration observations

in conventional observation data from meteorological stations,

only pan evaporation has been observed. Qi et al. (2015) studied

pan evaporation at 14 meteorological stations in the TRHR and

found that annual pan evaporation showed a significant upward

trend from 1964 to 2013. Using the Penman-Monteith formula,

Wen et al. (2020) calculated potential evapotranspiration at

14 meteorological stations in the TRHR and found an

increasing trend from 2000 to 2018. In recent years, many

studies based on data from hydrological stations, have

reported runoff changing trends in the TRHR. The annual

runoff from 1960 to 2009 showed a decrease trend in the

YERHR and LARHR and an increase trend in the YARHR

(Mao et al., 2016). In-situ observation data demonstrate the

changes in the hydrological processes in the TRHR. However,

most of the meteorological stations in the TRHR are located in

low-elevation areas in the lower reaches of the YERHR in the

northeastern part of the region (Jin et al., 2021). Due to the lack of

high-elevation meteorological stations, in-situ observation data

may not represent the overall hydrological changes of the entire

TRHR. To better understand the temporal and spatial changes in

hydrological processes in the TRHR, gridded

hydrometeorological data have been used.

The gridded hydrometeorological data in the TRHR are

mainly obtained by interpolation of meteorological station

observation data, and various data products come from

reanalysis, remote sensing, data assimilation or hydrological

models. Yi et al. (2013) used the spline method to interpolate

the precipitation data from 12 meteorological stations into the

TRHR to analyse the precipitation changes, and found that the

annual and seasonal precipitation in the TRHR increased from

1961 to 2010, but the summer precipitation in the LARHR and

the autumn precipitation in the YARHR decreased. Based on

the reference evapotranspiration calculated at

25 meteorological stations, Wang et al. (2020) used the

inverse distance weighting method to generate a 0.5° × 0.5°

gridded reference evapotranspiration dataset in the TRHR for

1961 to 2016, and found a statistically significant increase for

most grid cells and a decreased for only a few grid cells located

at the southern and northern edges of the TRHR. Using the

GSMaP remote sensing products and ERA5 reanalysis data,

Meng et al. (2022) analysed the spatial and temporal variability

of precipitation from 2001 to 2019, and concluded that the

annual precipitation decreased slightly in the north and west

and increased slightly in the east and south parts of the TRHR.

Xu et al. (2018) used soil moisture data from the Global Land

Data Assimilation System (GLDAS) to analyse the spatial and

temporal variability of soil water, and found that soil water

increased mainly appeared in the peripheral regions of the

TRHR, but decreased for most parts of the TRHR from

2003 to 2014. However, these studies focused on the

spatiotemporal variation in individual water cycle elements.

The four fundamental variables of the watershed hydrological

cycle, precipitation, evapotranspiration, soil water storage and

runoff (Masuda et al., 2001), have seldom been simultaneously

considered for the TRHR. In addition, most previous studies
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were based on only one dataset. Comprehensive analysis of

multiple data sets can narrow down uncertainties and better

capture the temporal and spatial variations of

hydrometeorological variables (Gusain et al., 2020; Shang

et al., 2021).

Due to its high elevation and low temperature, cryospheric

elements such as glaciers, snow, permafrost and seasonal frozen

ground are found across the TRHR throughout the year. With

the accelerated warming in the region, the cryospheric elements

have changed, affecting the regional hydrological processes (Li

et al., 2021b). According to Landsat Thematic Mapper/

Operational Land Imager data, from 2000 to 2018, the

number of glaciers in the TRHR region decreased by 69, and

the glacier area decreased by 271.95 km2 (Zhang et al., 2022a).

Under the conditions of rapid regional warming, the glacier

runoff in the three basins all present an obvious increasing trend

from 1961 to 2012 (Jiang et al., 2016). The observation data from

19meteorological stations show that the mean annual snowfall in

the TRHR was 146.5 mm from 1961 to 2019, and snowfall has

decreased by 14.8 mm per 10 years (Liu et al., 2022). Due to the

decrease in snowfall, the contribution of snowmelt water to the

total streamflow decreased from 1971 to 2017 among the three

basins, and the rate of decrease was highest over the LARHR, at

0.24%/year (Li et al., 2021a). Permafrost degradation in the

TRHR also affects hydrological processes, which may lead to

an increase in the proportion of winter discharge contribution to

total annual flow and a decreased recession coefficient (Wang

et al., 2017).

The aim of this study was to systematically and

comprehensively analyse the changes in the hydrological

cycle in the TRHR due to climate warming based on multi-

source hydrometeorological data, to 1) investigate the

spatiotemporal variation of hydrological variables in the

TRHR, 2) analyse the changes of glacier melt and snowmelt

in the TRHR and 3) explore the differences in changes in the

hydrological cycles of the three sub-basins of the TRHR. The

results reveal the characteristics of the hydrological cycle in

the region and provide a reference for understanding the

changes in hydrological processes in the Qinghai-Tibetan

Plateau and other cold regions against the background of

climate warming.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Study area

The Three-River Headwaters Region (TRHR), is located in

the hinterland of the Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau. Previous studies

of the region have used slightly different study areas. Some

researchers have chosen the Sanjiangyuan National Nature

Reserve as the research area (Ding et al., 2018; Wang et al.,

2020), while others have chosen the three watershed basins area

controlled by three hydrological sections as their research object

(Chu et al., 2019; Li et al., 2021b). In this paper, the study area is a

synthesis of the above two areas (31.02°N–37.14°N and

89.40°E–103.41°E), with an area of about 42.60 × 104 km2

(Figure 1). The topography of the TRHR is mainly

mountainous, and the elevation in the TRHR ranges widely

from 2000 to 6,580 m, with an average elevation of 4,430 m.

The TRHR has a typical plateau continental climate, with

alternating hot and cold seasons, distinct wet and dry seasons

(Jiang et al., 2017). In 2008, the TRHR contained 1,555 glaciers

distributed in the northwest, southwest, central, and eastern parts

of the region and covering an area of 2,297.93 km2 (Chen et al.,

2022). Alpine meadows and alpine grasslands are the main

vegetation types in the TRHR (Liu et al., 2008). The three

sub-basins, the YERHR, YARHR and LARHR, are controlled

by Tangnaihai, Zhimenda and Changdu hydrological stations,

respectively, which are 12.3 × 104 km2, 13.9 × 104 km2 and 5.4 ×

104 km2 in size, respectively.

2.2 Data collection

In this study, multi-source hydrometeorological datasets

were selected to comprehensively analyse the hydrological

process changes in the TRHR. To unify the timescale of the

spatiotemporal changes, all data except glacier area were

collected for the 1982 to 2014 period. The basic information

about the collected datasets is shown in Table 1. The soil water

storage data were derived from the soil water content data of each

dataset and unified as the total water content of the 200 cm thick

soil layer, without considering groundwater.

2.2.1 ERA5-Land
The ERA5-Land dataset of the European Centre for

Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) replays the land

component of ERA5 climate reanalysis. It is a reanalysis dataset

providing a consistent view of the evolution of land variables over

several decades at an enhanced resolution compared to ERA5.

Data are available hourly or monthly and can be downloaded on

a regular latitude/longitude grid of 0.1° × 0.1° (Muñoz-Sabater

et al., 2021). In this study, multiple ERA5-Land data including air

temperature, precipitation, snowfall, snowmelt and soil water

data were collected for the TRHR.

2.2.2 CRU TS v4.05
Gridded Climatic Research Unit (CRU) Time-Series (TS)

version 4.05 data, with a spatial resolution of 0.5° × 0.5°, were

produced by CRU at the University of East Anglia and funded by

the UK National Centre for Atmospheric Science. The data were

produced using angular-distance weighting interpolation for the

1901–2020 period (Harris et al., 2020). In this study, two CRU

data including air temperature and precipitation were collected

for the TRHR.
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2.2.3 China meteorological forcing dataset
As a high spatial-temporal resolution gridded near-surface

meteorological dataset, the China Meteorological Forcing Dataset

(CMFD) was made by fusing remote sensing products, reanalysis

dataset and in-situ observation data at meteorological stations. With

a spatial resolution of 0.1° × 0.1°, the CMFD was developed

specifically for studies of land surface processes in China (He

et al., 2020). In this study, two CMFD data including air

temperature and precipitation were collected for the TRHR.

2.2.4 GLDAS Noah Land Surface Model V2.0
The Global Land Data Assimilation System (GLDAS) is a

global land surface data assimilation system jointly developed by

National Aeronautics and Space Administration and National

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (Rodell et al., 2004).

The GLDAS includes multiple land surface models, and the air

temperature, precipitation, soil water, snowfall and snowmelt

data from the Noah Land Surface Model were selected for this

study.

FIGURE 1
Distribution of hydrological stations and three sub-basins in the Three-River Headwaters Region.

TABLE 1 Summary of datasets used in this study.

Name Abbreviation Resolution Variables Data access Last access
(dd/mm/
yyyy)

ERA5-Land ERA5-Land 0.1° P, Ta, ET, SWS,
SF, SMT

DOI: 10.24381/cds.68d2bb30 18/05/2022

CRU TS4.05 CRU 0.5° P, Ta https://catalogue.ceda.ac.uk/uuid/
c26a65020a5e4b80b20018f148556681

27/05/2022

China meteorological forcing dataset CMFD 0.1° P, Ta DOI: 10.11888/AtmosphericPhysics.tpe.
249369.file

30/05/2022

GLDAS_NOAH025_M_2.0 GLDAS 0.25° P, Ta, ET, SWS,
SF, SMT

DOI: 10.5067/9SQ1B3ZXP2C51948-2014 02/06/2022

GLEAM v3.6 GLEAM 0.25° SWS, ET https://www.gleam.eu/ 28/06/2022

Terrestrial evapotranspiration dataset
across China

TEDC 0.1° ET DOI: 10.11888/AtmosPhys.tpe.249493.file 08/06/2022

Monthly snowmelt dataset in China SMT-Y 0.5′ SMT DOI: 10.12072/ncdc.NIEER.db2387.2022 16/08/2022

A dataset of glacier outline in the Three-
River Headwaters region in 2000–2019

— — Glacier area DOI: 10.11922/sciencedb.j00001.00234 21/08/2022

Note. Ta, air temperature; P, precipitation; ET, evapotranspiration; SWS, soil water storage; SF, snowfall; SMT, snowmelt.
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2.2.5 GLEAM V3.6a
With a spatial resolution of 0.25° × 0.25°, the Global Land

Evaporation Amsterdam Model (GLEAM) is a set of algorithms

dedicated to the estimation of terrestrial evapotranspiration and

soil moisture from satellite data (Martens et al., 2017). The

GLEAM evapotranspiration and soil water data were used in

this study.

2.2.6 Terrestrial evapotranspiration dataset
across China

The Terrestrial Evapotranspiration Dataset across China

(TEDC) dataset (version 1.5) is derived from a calibration-free

nonlinear complementary relationship model. The inputs of the

model are from CMFD, ERA5-Land and global land surface

satellite (GLASS) products and National Centers for

Environmental Prediction (NCEP) data. The spatial resolution

of this dataset is 0.1° × 0.1° (Ma et al., 2019).

2.2.7 Monthly snowmelt dataset in China
Based on high spatial resolution precipitation and

temperature data, Yang et al. (2022a) produced a monthly

snowmelt dataset for China (SMT-Y) using a simple

temperature index model. Because snowmelt is difficult to

measure directly, the calculated snowmelt was verified using

snowfall, snow depth, snow cover extent and snow water

equivalent data, which indicated that is reliable (Yang et al.,

2022b). The spatial resolution of this data is 0.5′ × 0.5′.

2.2.8 Glacier area and glacier melt in the TRHR
In the first Chinese glacier inventories (CGI) (Li et al., 2008;

Wu and Li, 2011), the aerial photographs and topographic maps

were used to establish glacier distributions in the TRHR in 1966,

1967, 1969, 1970, 1971 and 1974. In this study, the data from CGI

are taken as the glacier areas in 1970s in the TRHR. Based on

ASTER GDEM and Landsat TM/OLI images acquired, Zhang

et al. (2022b) used the band ratio method combined with manual

revision to obtain the outlines of glaciers in the TRHR in 2000,

2010, and 2019. In this study, the change in glacier areas in the

TRHR were analysed for four periods: the 1970s, 2000, 2010 and

2019. The glacier melt data in the TRHR from 1982 to 2014 were

collected from the published paper (Zhao et al., 2019).

2.2.9 River runoff in the TRHR
Monthly runoff data from three hydrological gauging

stations including Tangnaihai, Zhimenda and Changdu were

obtained from the Hydrographic Yearbooks of the People’s

Republic of China.

2.3 Trend analysis

In this study, the non-parametric Mann-Kendall test (Mann,

1945; Kendall, 1975) was used to examine the trend and

significance level of the hydrometeorological variables from

1982 to 2014. The standard normal statistic Z was calculated

as follows:

Z �
S − 1( )/ ������

var S( )√
S> 0

0 S � 0
S + 1( )/ ������

var S( )√
S< 0

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩ (1)

S � ∑n−1
k�1 ∑n

j�k+1sgn xj − xk( ) (2)

sgn xj − xk( ) �
1 xj − xk( )> 0
0 xj − xk( ) � 0

−1 xj − xk( )< 0
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩ (3)

var S( ) � n n − 1( ) 2n + 5( ) −∑m
i�1ti ti − 1( ) 2ti + 5( )

18
(4)

where n is the number of datasets,m is the number of tied groups

and ti denotes the number of ties of extent i, and xj and xk are the

data values in time series j and k, respectively. A tied group is a set

of sample data having the same value. A positive value of Z

indicates an increasing trend, and a negative value indicates a

decreasing trend. Testing trends is done at the specific α

significance level. If |Z|>Z1−α/2, the series trend is statistically

significant; otherwise, the series trend is not statistically

significant. In this study, significance levels of α = 0.05 were

applied (95% confidence level).

Sen’s slope method (Sen, 1968) was used to analyse the slope

of the variation:

β � median
xj − xk

j − k
( ), j> k (5)

where β > 0 represents an increase in the trend, and β <
0 represents a decrease in the trend. The value of β indicates

the steepness of the trend.

3 Results

3.1 Spatial and temporal variability in
hydrometeorological variables

3.1.1 Air temperature
Four different datasets—ERA5-Land, CRU, CMFD and

GLDAS—were used to analyse the spatial and temporal

variability in air temperature. These multi-source datasets

firmly support a strong warming trend in the TRHR. The

mean annual air temperature in the TRHR from 1982 to

2014 according to ERA5-Land, CRU, CMFD and GLDAS

was −5.29°C, −3.04°C, −3.51°C and −2.77°C, respectively. The

mean annual air temperatures from the different datasets show

similar spatial distribution characteristics, gradually increasing

from the west to the east (Figures 2A,D,G,J). The Sen’s slopes

for the four datasets show that the annual temperature

increased from 1982 to 2014 in almost all grids (Figures 2B,

E,H,K). The annual temperatures only decreased in a few areas
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in the northeastern TRHR according to the GLDAS data

(Figure 2K), but the decrease was not statistically significant

(Figure 2L). There were spatial differences in the statistically

significance of the temperature increases indicated by the four

datasets. The Mann-Kendall test showed that the ERA5-Land

dataset identified the smallest area with a significant increasing

trend in temperature from 1982 to 2014, and this area was

distributed in the eastern part of the TRHR, that is, the

downstream region of the YERHR; in contrast, the area with

a significant increasing trend identified by CMFD dataset

covered almost the whole of the TRHR. The CRU and

GLDAS datasets showed similar spatial distributions of

significant temperature change, mainly in the YARHR,

LARHR and the upstream region of the YERHR (Figures 2C,

F,I,L). From 1982 to 2014, the linear trends of annual air

temperature increases in the TRHR according to the ERA5-

Land, CRU, CMFD and GLDAS were 0.23°C, 0.27°C, 0.66°C,

and 0.26°C per decade, respectively (Figure 3A). Only the

temperature change indicated by the ERA5-Land data was

not statistically significant.

FIGURE 2
Spatial distribution of mean annual air temperature (A,D,G,J), Sen’s slope of the annual air temperature (B,E,H,K) and trends in annual air
temperature based on the Mann-Kendall method (C,F,I,L) in the TRHR using ERA5-Land, CRU, CMFD and GLDAS data for the 1982–2014 period.
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3.1.2 Precipitation
Like air temperature, the spatiotemporal variability in

precipitation in the TRHR was analysed using the ERA5-

Land, CRU, CMFD and GLDAS datasets. From 1982 to 2014,

the mean annual precipitation in the TRHR according to ERA5-

Land data was significantly higher than that indicated by the

other three datasets, followed by the CMFD, while the mean

annual precipitation data from the CRU and GLDAS showed

little difference. According to the ERA5-Land, CRU, CMFD and

GLDAS data, the mean annual precipitation in the TRHR was

698.5, 332.3, 459.4 or 336.4 mm, respectively. Although there

were differences in themean annual precipitation among the four

datasets, their spatial patterns were similar. The mean annual

precipitation in the TRHR decreased from southeast to northwest

and was mainly concentrated in the YERHR and LARHR

(Figures 4A,D,G,J). From 1982 to 2014, the Sen’s slopes from

the four datasets show the annual precipitation indicated by the

CRU and GLDAS data increased in almost all areas, while the

ERA5-Land and CMFD data show that it increased in most areas,

but decreased in a few areas in the eastern TRHR (Figures

4B,E,H,K). The Mann-Kendall test showed that the areas with

a significant increasing trend in annual precipitation from

1982 to 2014 were mainly distributed in the western and

northern TRHR. The annual precipitation in the northwestern

YARHR increased significantly according to all four datasets. The

annual precipitation data from the CRU and CMFD showed a

significant increase in some areas of the YERHR. Only CMFD

data showed that annual precipitation increased significantly in

some areas of the LARHR (Figures 4C,F,I,L). From 1982 to 2014,

the linear trends of annual precipitation increases in the TRHR

according to the ERA5-Land, CRU, CMFD and GLDAS were

13.5, 12.9, 46.3 and 14.0 mm per decade, respectively (Figure 3B).

Only the precipitation change indicated by the ERA5-Land data

was not statistically significant.

3.1.3 Evapotranspiration
The ERA5-Land, GLDAS, GLEAM and TEDC datasets were

used to analyse the spatial and temporal variability in

evapotranspiration in the TRHR. Among these four datasets,

the values of mean annual evapotranspiration from 1982 to

2014 from ERA5-Land and TEDC were significantly higher

than those from the GLDAS and GLEAM. According to the

ERA5-Land, GLDAS, GLEAM and TEDC data, mean annual

evapotranspiration in the TRHR was 413.1, 265.4, 253.3 or

423.8 mm, respectively. The spatial distribution characteristics

of the mean annual evapotranspiration from the four different

datasets were similar, increasing gradually from northwest to the

southeast (Figures 5A,D,G,J). From 1982 to 2014, the Sen’s slopes

show the annual evapotranspiration from the GLDAS and

GLEAM both increased in almost all areas in the TRHR,

while according to the ERA5-Land, annual evapotranspiration

increased in most areas but decreased in a few areas of the

LARHR. According to the TEDC, annual evapotranspiration

decreased in the southern, central and northern areas of the

TRHR and increased in the other areas (Figures 5B,E,H,K). The

Mann-Kendall test showed that annual evapotranspiration

according to the ERA5-Land, GLDAS and GLEAM data

increased significantly from 1982 to 2014 in many areas of the

TRHR. The areas with a significant increasing trend based on

ERA5-Land and GLEAM data were mainly distributed in the

YARHR and YERHR, while the areas with a significant

increasing trend based on GLDAS data were mainly

FIGURE 3
Interannual variability in the air temperature (A), precipitation (B), evapotranspiration (C) and soil water storage (D) from different data sources in
the TRHR from 1982 to 2014.
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distributed in the YARHR, YERHR and LARHR. The Mann-

Kendall test based on the TEDC showed that annual

evapotranspiration increased significantly in the northeastern

TRHR, but decreased significantly in a few areas in the southern

and northern TRHR (Figures 5C,F,I,L). From 1982 to 2014, the

linear trends of annual evapotranspiration from the ERA5-Land,

GLDAS, GLEAM and TEDC in the TRHR were 10.5, 10.6, 10.3,

and 4.2 mm per decade, respectively (Figure 3C). Only the

change in evapotranspiration indicated by the TEDC data was

not statistically significant.

3.1.4 Soil water storage
The ERA5-Land, GLDAS and GLEAM datasets were used to

analyse the spatial and temporal variability in soil water storage

in the TRHR. Among these three datasets, the mean annual soil

water storage from 1982 to 2014 from the ERA5-Land data was

significantly higher than that indicated by the GLDAS and

GLEAM data, at 830.5, 459.0, and 503.5 mm, respectively. The

spatial distribution characteristics of the soil water storage

indicated by the ERA5-Land data were different from those

derived from the GLDAS and GLEAM. The high value areas

FIGURE 4
Spatial distribution of mean annual precipitation (A,D,G,J), Sen’s slope of the annual precipitation (B,E,H,K) and trends in annual precipitation
based on the Mann-Kendall method (C,F,I,L) in the TRHR using ERA5-Land, CRU, CMFD and GLDAS data for the 1982–2014 period.
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of soil water storage from the ERA5-Land were mainly located in

themiddle of the TRHR, while GLDAS and GLEAM data showed

the opposite pattern (Figures 6A,D,G). From 1982 to 2014, the

Sen’s slopes show that soil water storage from the ERA5-Land

increased in the northern and southern TRHR, but decreased in

the central and northeastern TRHR. The soil water storage

indicated by the GLDAS and GLEAM data increased in most

areas in the TRHR, while data from the GLDAS indicated a

decrease in the southeastern TRHR and those from the GLEAM

indicated a decrease in the southern and southeastern TRHR

(Figures 6B,E,H). The Mann-Kendall test showed that the soil

water storage from the GLDAS and GLEAM increased

significantly from 1982 to 2014 in many areas of the TRHR,

mainly in the north. The area with a significant increasing trend

FIGURE 5
Spatial distribution of mean annual evapotranspiration (A,D,G,J), Sen’s slope of the an-nual precipitation (B,E,H,K) and trends in annual
precipitation based on the Mann-Kendall method (C,F,I,L) in the TRHR using ERA5-Land, GLDAS, GLEAM and TEDC data for the 1982–2014 period.
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of soil water storage according to ERA5-Land data was smaller

than those based on the GLDAS and GLEAM data, and the

ERA5-Land data indicated that soil water storage decreased

significantly in some parts of the TRHR, mainly in the central

and northeastern areas (Figures 6C,F,I). From 1982 to 2014, the

linear trends of soil water storage in the TRHR according to the

ERA5-Land, GLDAS and GLEAM data were 0.3, 9.4 and 8.8 mm

per decade, respectively (Figure 3D). Only the change in soil

water storage indicated by ERA5-Land data was not statistically

significant.

FIGURE 6
Spatial distribution of mean annual soil water storage (A,D,G), Sen’s slope of the annual soil water storage (B,E,H) and trends in annual soil water
storage based on the Mann-Kendall method (C,F,I) in the TRHR using ERA5-Land, GLDAS and GLEAM data for the 1982–2014 period.

FIGURE 7
Glacier areas in different periods (A) and interannual variability in the glacier melt in the TRHR from 1982 to 2014 (B) (YARHR, YERHR and LARHR
are the Yangtze River Headwater Region, Yellow River Headwater Region and Lantsang River Headwater Region, respectively. 3R stands for the
synthesis of YARHR, YERHR and LARHR).
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3.2 Spatial and temporal variability in
glacier melt and snowmelt

3.2.1 Glacier area and glacier melt
Glaciers in the TRHR receded from the 1970s to 2019

(Figure 7A). Compared with the 1970s, the glacier areas in

the YARHR, YERHR and LARHR in 2019 had decreased by

39.4%, 27.4% and 61.4%, respectively. The fastest area loss was in

the LARHR and the slowest was in the YERHR. The total glacier

area of the three sub-basins decreased by 868.1 km2, accounting

for about 41.6% of the area in the 1970s. From 1982 to 2014, the

mean annual glacier melts in the YARHR, YERHR and LARHR

were 4.7, 0.7 and 1.8 × 108 m3, respectively. The linear trends of

annual glacier melt in the YARHR, YERHR and LARHR were

0.84 × 108 m3, 0.07 × 108 m3 and −0.02 × 108 m3 per decade. The

change trend of glacier melt in the YARHR was statistically

significant (Figure 7B).

3.2.2 Snowfall and snowmelt
The ERA5-Land and GLDAS data were used to analyse the

spatial and temporal variability in snowfall in the TRHR. The

mean annual snowfall from 1982 to 2014 indicated by ERA5-

Land data, with a value of 281.7 mm, was significantly higher

than that indicated by the GLDAS, with a value of 53.5 mm.

Although the mean annual snowfall in the TRHR indicated by

the two datasets is different, their spatial distributions show

similar patterns (Figures 8A,D). The areas with high mean

annual snowfall are generally located in the high-elevation

areas, glacial areas, and the watersheds of the three sub-

basins. From 1982 to 2014, the Sen’s slopes show the snowfall

indicated by the ERA5-Land data increased in the northwestern

TRHR and decreased in the other areas of the region. The

snowfall indicated by the GLDAS data increased in the

eastern TRHR and the central YARHR, and decreased in the

remaining areas (Figures 8B,E). The Mann-Kendall test showed

that the snowfall indicated by the ERA5-Land data decreased

significantly in the eastern and central TRHR, and that indicated

by the GLDAS data decreased significantly in the southern TRHR

and in a few areas in the upstream region of the YERHR. No areas

had a significant increasing trend in snowfall for either dataset

(Figures 8C,F). From 1982 to 2014, the linear trends of the

snowfall from the ERA5-Land and GLDAS data in the TRHR

were −10.7 and −1.8 mm per decade, respectively, with a

statistically significant decreasing trend in the former

(Figure 9A).

The ERA5-Land, GLDAS and SMT-Y data were used to

analyse the spatial and temporal variability in snowmelt in the

TRHR. From 1982 to 2014, the mean annual snowmelt in the

TRHR was 218.2, 12.6 and 58.2 mm, according to the ERA5-

Land, GLDAS and SMT-Y, respectively. The spatial distribution

of snowmelt from the three data showed similar patterns, similar

to the spatial pattern of snowfall. The areas with high snowmelt

are generally located in the high-elevation areas, glacial areas and

the watersheds of the three sub-basins (Figures 10A,D,G). From

1982 to 2014, the Sen’s slopes showed the snowmelt indicated by

the ERA5-Land data increased in the northwestern TRHR and a

few areas in the southeastern TRHR, and decreased in the

remaining areas. The snowmelt indicated by the GLDAS data

increased in the eastern TRHR and the central YARHR, while

according to the SMT-Y data snowmelt increased in the

northeastern, southern and southeastern TRHR and in the

central YARHR (Figures 10B,E,H). The Mann-Kendall test

FIGURE 8
Spatial distribution of mean annual snowfall (A,D), Sen’s slope of the annual snowfall (B,E) and trends in annual snowfall based on the Mann-
Kendall method (C,F) in the TRHR using ERA5-Land and GLDAS data for the 1982–2014 period.
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showed that the areas with a significant decreasing trend of

snowmelt from 1982 to 2014 based on the ERA5-Land data were

mainly distributed in the northeastern TRHR and the central

YARHR, and no areas with a significant increasing trend in

snowmelt were identified. The snowmelt change trends

according to the GLDAS data were not statistically significant

in most areas of the TRHR. The snowmelt indicated by the SMT-

Y decreased significantly in the northwestern TRHR, and

FIGURE 9
Interannual variability in the snowfall (A) and snowmelt (B) from ERA5-Land, GLDAS and SMT-Y data sources in the TRHR from 1982 to 2014.

FIGURE 10
Spatial distribution of mean annual snowmelt (A,D,G), Sen’s slope of the annual snowmelt (B,E,H) and trends in annual snowmelt based on the
Mann-Kendall method (C,F,I) in the TRHR using ERA5-Land, GLDAS and SMT-Y data for the 1982–2014 period.
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increased significantly in some areas in the southern and

southeastern TRHR (Figures 10C,F,I). From 1982 to 2014, the

linear trends of the annual snowmelt in the TRHR according to

the ERA5-Land, GLDAS and SMT-Y data

were −9.9, −0.3 and −0.6 mm per decade, respectively

(Figure 9B). Only the decreasing trend indicated by the

ERA5-Land was statistically significant.

3.3 Variation in hydrological variables in
three sub-basins

The observation data from the Zhimenda, Tangnaihai and

Changdu hydrological stations from 1982 to 2014 show that the

mean annual runoff in the YARHR, YERHR and LARHR was

1.37 × 1010 m3, 1.97 × 1010 m3 and 1.50 × 1010 m3, respectively.

The annual runoff in the YARHR and LARHR showed an

increasing trend, while the annual runoff in YERHR showed a

decreasing trend. From 1982 to 2014, the linear trends of the

annual runoff in the YARHR, YERHR and LARHR were 0.14 ×

1010 m3, −0.10 × 1010 m3 and 0.11 × 1010 m3 per decade,

respectively. Only the runoff change trend in the YARHR was

statistically significant (Figure 11).

To analyse the changes of hydrological variables in the three

sub-basins, the data collection period (1982–2014) was divided

into two 16-year periods (1982–1997 and 1999–2014).

Compared with the 1982–1997 period, the mean annual

values of precipitation during the 1999–2014 period in the

YARHR, YERHR and LARHR increased by 14.6%, 6.8% and

7.7%, respectively, the mean annual values of evapotranspiration

increased by 6.0%, 5.7% and 3.2%, respectively, and the mean

annual values of soil water storage increased by 3.1%, 2.0% and

2.7%, respectively (Figure 12). The mean annual values for

snowmelt in all three sub-basins during the 1999–2014 period

were smaller than those during the 1999–2014 period, and the

change ratios in the YARHR, YERHR and LARHR

were −1.8%, −4.9% and −4.3%, respectively. Compared with

the 1982–1997 period, the mean annual values of glacier melt

during the 1999–2014 period in the YARHR and YERHR

increased by 36.8% and 16.1%, respectively, while that in the

LARHR decreased by 2.4%. Compared with the

1982–1997 period, the mean annual values of runoff during

the 1999–2014 period in the YARHR and LARHR increased

by 25.1% and 14.2%, respectively, and that in the YERHR

decreased by 5.8%.

4 Discussion

4.1 Comparisons between previous
studies and this study

Table 2 shows the comparisons of changes in hydrological

variables in the TRHR from published studies and this study.

Overall, the trends of hydrological variables in this study are

largely consistent with the previous studies. For example, the

previous studies and this study all show an increasing trend in

precipitation in the TRHR. Only few studies show different

trends in hydrological variables, most notably because of the

different study periods. For example, the changes of runoff

observation from hydrological stations show opposite trends

in different statistical periods. In addition, different data

sources may result in different trends being presented. Take

the trend of evapotranspiration in the TRHR as example, using

evapotranspiration data delivered by using surface energy

balance system algorithm and MODIS satellite data, Xu et al.

(2018) reported that the evapotranspiration showed a decreasing

trend from 2003 to 2014, while using the calculation results by

the annual evapotranspiration model, Li et al. (2012) reported

that the evapotranspiration showed an increasing trend from

1980 to 2000. Due to the differences in trend changes that may be

caused by different data sources, this study selected multi-Source

FIGURE 11
Interannual variability in the observed annual runoff at three
hydrological stations in the TRHR from 1982 to 2014.

FIGURE 12
Change ratios of the mean annual values of hydrological
variables during the 1999–2014 period compared with those
during the 1982–1997 period in the three sub-basins in the TRHR.
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TABLE 2 Comparisons of changes in hydrological variables in the TRHR from published studies and this study.

Variable Sub-basin Trend Significance Period References

Precipitation YARHR Increasing Yes 1957–2016 Chu et al. (2019)

Increasing No 1960–2009 Mao et al. (2016)

Increasing No 1961–2007 Liu and Wang, (2012)

Increasing Yes 1961–2015 Ahmed et al. (2020)

Increasing Yes 1982–2014 This study

YERHR Increasing Yes 1957–2016 Chu et al. (2019)

Increasing No 1960–2009 Mao et al. (2016)

Increasing Yes 1982–2014 This study

LARHR Increasing Yes 1957–2016 Chu et al. (2019)

Increasing No 1960–2009 Mao et al. (2016)

Increasing No 1961–2007 Liu and Wang, (2012)

Increasing Yes 1982–2014 This study

Evapotranspiration YARHR Increasing — 1980–2017 Li et al. (2021b)

Increasing Yes 1957–2013 Du et al. (2017)

Increasing No 1983–2006 Li et al. (2014)

Increasing Yes 1982–2014 This study

YERHR Increasing — 1980–2017 Li et al. (2021b)

Increasing Yes 1958–2017 Hou et al. (2020)

Increasing No 1983–2006 Li et al. (2014)

Increasing Yes 1982–2014 This study

LARHR Increasing — 1980–2017 Li et al. (2021b)

Increasing Yes 1982–2014 This study

TRHR Decreasing No 2003–2014 Xu et al. (2018)

Increasing — 1980–2000 Li et al. (2012)

Increasing Yes 1982–2014 This study

Soil water storage YARHR Increasing Yes 2003–2012 Zhang et al. (2022a)

Increasing Yes 1982–2014 This study

YERHR Increasing Yes 2003–2015 Lv et al. (2019)

Increasing Yes 2003–2012 Zhang et al. (2022b)

Decreasing Yes 2013–2020 Zhang et al. (2022a)

Increasing Yes 1982–2014 This study

LARHR Decreasing Yes 2013–2020 Zhang et al. (2022b)

Increasing Yes 1982–2014 This study

TRHR Increasing No 2003–2014 Xu et al. (2018)

Increasing Yes 1982–2014 This study

(Continued on following page)
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TABLE 2 (Continued) Comparisons of changes in hydrological variables in the TRHR from published studies and this study.

Variable Sub-basin Trend Significance Period References

Glacier area YARHR Decreasing - 1986–2009 Yao et al. (2014)

Decreasing - 1970s–2019 This study

TRHR Decreasing Yes 1986–2021 Chen et al. (2022)

Decreasing - 1970s–2019 This study

Glacier melt YARHR Increasing Yes 1961–2012 Jiang et al. (2016)

Increasing Yes 1982–2014 This study

YERHR Increasing Yes 1961–2012 Jiang et al. (2016)

Increasing No 1982–2014 This study

LARHR Increasing Yes 1961–2012 Jiang et al. (2016)

Increasing No 1982–2014 This study

Snowfall YARHR Decreasing Yes 1961–2019 Liu et al. (2022)

Decreasing Yes 1982–2014 This study

YERHR Decreasing Yes 1961–2019 Liu et al. (2022)

Decreasing Yes 1982–2014 This study

LARHR Decreasing Yes 1961–2019 Liu et al. (2022)

Decreasing Yes 1982–2014 This study

Snowmelt YARHR Decreasing - 1971–2007 Li et al. (2021a)

Decreasing No 1982–2014 This study

YERHR Decreasing — 1971–2007 Li et al. (2021a)

Decreasing Yes 1982–2014 This study

LARHR Decreasing - 1971–2007 Li et al. (2021a)

Decreasing No 1982–2014 This study

TRHR Decreasing Yes 1971–2007 Li et al. (2021a)

Decreasing Yes 1982–2014 This study

Runoff YARHR Increasing Yes 1957–2016 Chu et al. (2019)

Increasing Yes 1960–2012 Tang and Cao, (2021)

Increasing No 1960–2009 Mao et al. (2016)

Decreasing No 1961–2007 Liu and Wang, (2012)

Increasing Yes 1982–2014 This study

YERHR Decreasing No 1957–2016 Chu et al. (2019)

Decreasing Yes 1960–2009 Mao et al. (2016)

Decreasing Yes 1961–2007 Liu and Wang, (2012)

Decreasing No 1982–2014 This study

LARHR Decreasing Yes 1960–2012 Tang and Cao, (2021)

Decreasing No 1960–2009 Mao et al. (2016)

Decreasing No 1961–2007 Liu and Wang, (2012)

Increasing No 1982–2014 This study
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data to reduce their uncertainties. In addition, this study analyzed

the trends of glacier melt, snowmelt and the four fundamental

variables of the watershed hydrological cycle in the TRHR, which

have not been studied simultaneously in the previous studies.

4.2 Acceleration of the hydrological cycle
in the TRHR

In this study, the different data sources all indicate that the

TRHR became warmer from 1982 to 2014. Under this

background of warming, as the input term of hydrological

cycle, the precipitation in the TRHR increased significantly

(Figures 2B, 4), as reported by previous studies. Xi et al.

(2018) reported there was a significant upward trend in

precipitation of more than 13.3 mm per decade in many parts

of the TRHR during the 1961–2015 period. The increased

precipitation is possibly related to enhanced water vapor

transport from the South China Sea and tropical oceans

caused by the anomalous cyclone in the Maritime Continent

and anomalous anticyclone in the western North Pacific (Shang

et al., 2021). Deng et al. (2019) found that a significant positive

correlation between soil moisture and precipitation in most areas

of the TRHR. The data examined in this study also show an

increasing trend of soil water storage with increasing

precipitation in the TRHR (Figures 3D, 6). More soil water

means more water is available for evapotranspiration, and the

increase in temperature has led to an increase in potential

evapotranspiration in the TRHR (Wang et al., 2020). More

soil water and higher potential evapotranspiration has led to

greater actual evapotranspiration in the TRHR. All of the

evapotranspiration data collected in this study validate the

increasing trend of evapotranspiration in the region (Figures

3C, 5). The increases in precipitation, soil water and actual

evapotranspiration indicate an acceleration of hydrological

cycle in the TRHR.

In a warming climate, the glaciers in the TRHR are retreating

and the glacier areas in the YARHR, YERHR and LARHR are all

shrinking (Figure 7A). Although the glacier melt in the LARHR

decreased slightly (not significantly), the overall glacier melt in

the TRHR increased significantly (Figure 7B), suggesting that

more solid water was transformed into liquid water and

accelerated into the hydrological cycle. Although precipitation

increased, snowfall in the TRHR showed a decreasing trend

(Figures 8, 9A), because the snowfall/precipitation ratio

became smaller due to the warming climate (Berghuijs et al.,

2014). Snowfall is solid water that can temporarily accumulate on

the land surface. Rainfall infiltrates the soil and generates runoff

more quickly than snowfall, and a reduction in snowfall means

more rainfall and a faster hydrological cycle. In addition, climate

warming results in an earlier onset of snowmelt (Barnhart et al.,

2020), further accelerating the hydrological cycle. Overall,

changes in cryospheric elements such as glaciers and snow in

the TRHR under climate warming have further accelerated the

hydrological cycle in this region.

4.3 Differences in hydrological cycle in the
three sub-basins

The annual runoff in the three sub-basins of the TRHR

showed different trends from 1982 to 2014 (Figure 11). The

annual runoff in the YARHR and LARHR showed an

increasing trend while the runoff in the YERHR was

slightly reduced. According to the basin-scale water

balance, runoff is equal to precipitation minus

evapotranspiration and minus the change in soil water

storage (Masuda et al., 2001). Although the precipitation,

evapotranspiration and soil water storage in the three sub-

basins all showed an increasing trend, there were differences

in the ratio of increase, resulting in runoff showing different

changes. In the YARHR and LARHR, the increasing ratio of

precipitation was greater than the sum of the increasing ratio

of evapotranspiration and the increasing ratio of soil water

storage, which leads to an increase of runoff in these two sub-

basins. The increasing ratio of precipitation in the YARHR

was significantly greater than that in the LARHR (Figure 12),

and only the runoff change trend in the YARHR was

statistically significant. Although precipitation also showed

an increasing trend in the YERHR, the increasing ratio was

less than the sum of the increasing ratio of evapotranspiration

and the increasing ratio of soil water storage, which may be

the reason for the decrease in runoff in the YERHR.

The annual glacier melts in the YARHR and YERHR

showed an increasing trend while that in the LARHR

showed a decreasing trend (Figures 7B, 12). In a warming

climate, glacier melt is expected to increase in an unstable

trend that may reverse when glaciers continuously retreat

(Zhang et al., 2013). Glacier melt will begin to decline when

increasing melting rates due to rising temperatures fail to

compensate for the negative impact of decreasing glacier area

on glacial melt. Zhao et al. (2019) concluded that the glacier

melt in the YARHR will increase for at least the 2020s

(2021–2030), while the that in the LARHR had exceeded

its tipping point at the beginning of the 21st century. Glacier

melts account for 4.7%, 0.7%, and 1.8% of the runoff during

the 1982–2014 period in the YARHR, YERHR and LARHR,

respectively. The significant increase in glacier melt in the

YARHR may have contributed to the increase in runoff. All

three sub-basins showed a decreasing trend in snowmelt. The

ratio of snowmelt reduction was the largest for the YERHR,

followed by the LARHR and YARHR. Because snowmelt is

more effective at generating runoff than rainfall (Li et al.,

2017; Jenicek and Ledvinka, 2020), the relatively large

reduction in snowmelt in the YERHR may also be

responsible for the decline in runoff.
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4.4 Uncertainties and limitations

Due to the high elevations and complex topography of the

TRHR, the accuracy of collected gridded hydrometeorological data

may be uncertain, which may bring uncertainty to this study.

Indeed, the values of hydrometeorological variables in the TRHR

from different data sources are different. For example, ERA5-Land

reports higher precipitation and lower temperature than the other

datasets (Figure 3). Li et al. (2022) used the observation data of

28 meteorological stations to evaluate the CMFD and ERA5-Land

data in the Qilian Mountains, Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau, and found

that both datasets underestimated the temperature, and the amount

of precipitation was overestimated by ERA5-Land. Qi et al. (2018)

used gauge-based data and a hydrological model to evaluate the

GLDAS data for the Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau, and found that the

precipitation fromGLDAShad high uncertainty.Huang et al. (2021)

concluded that the accuracy of the ERA5-Land and GLDAS

decreases with increasing elevation, and suggested that caution

was needed when using those data for mountainous regions with

complex terrain. Nevertheless, although the values of the

hydrometeorological variables may be uncertain in the high-

elevation areas, some studies suggest that they still reflect the

spatial pattern and reproduce the seasonal variation (Chen et al.,

2021; Li et al., 2022). This studymainly focuses on the spatial pattern

and temporal variation trends of hydrological variables in the

TRHR, and the comprehensive analysis from multiple different

data sources reduces the uncertainty.

Permafrost is widespread in the TRHR, and in the eastern

part permafrost is sporadic and the seasonally frozen ground is

found at low elevations (Hu et al., 2022). The changes in

permafrost and seasonal frozen soil under the background of

climate warming have affected the hydrological process and

runoff changes in the region (Zheng et al., 2018; Song et al.,

2021). Unfortunately, due to the complexity of frozen soil

changes, there is still a lack of accurate and continuous data

about frozen soil changes in the TRHR, and the changes in the

permafrost and seasonal frozen soil and their impact on the

hydrological cycle are not considered in this study. In addition,

the variability of other hydrological elements such as lakes and

groundwater are not considered in this study, although they have

also changed under climate warming in the TRHR (Xu et al.,

2018; Fan, 2021).

5 Conclusion

This study focuses on the spatial and temporal variability of

hydrological variables in the TRHR from 1982 to 2014 based on

multi-source datasets, and analyses the changes in the

hydrological cycle under climate warming. The air

temperature data from the ERA5-Land, CRU, CMFD and

GLDAS data show an increasing trend in the annual

temperature of the TRHR from 1982 to 2014, with only the

increasing trend in the ERA5-Land data being statistically

insignificant. The annual precipitation in the TRHR indicated

by the ERA5-Land, CRU, CMFD and GLDAS data increased

from 1982 to 2014, and only the increasing trend indicated by the

ERA5-Land data was statistically insignificant. The annual

evapotranspiration in the TRHR indicated by the ERA5-Land,

GLDAS, GLEAM and TEDC data increased from 1982 to 2014,

and only the increasing trend in the TEDC data was statistically

insignificant. The annual soil water storage indicated by the

ERA5-Land, GLDAS and GLEAM data increased from

1982 to 2014, and only the increasing trend in the ERA5-

Land data was statistically insignificant. From 1982 to 2014,

the annual glacier melt increased in the YARHR and YERHR and

decreased in the LARHR. The annual snowmelt indicated by the

ERA5-Land, GLDAS and SMT-Y data decreased from 1982 to

2014, but only the decreasing trend in the ERA5-Land data was

statistically significant.

Overall, precipitation, evapotranspiration, soil water content

and glacial melt increased, while snowfall and snow melt water

decreased, indicating that the hydrological cycle in the TRHR has

accelerated. Although the precipitation showed an increasing

trend in all three sub-basins, the precipitation in the YARHR

increased the most, which was the main reason for the significant

increase in the runoff in the YARHR. The sum of the increases in

evapotranspiration and soil water storage in the YERHR was

greater than the increase in precipitation, resulting in a decrease

in runoff in the YERHR. The increase in precipitation in the

LARHR, which was between that in the YARHR and in the

YERHR, was slightly larger than the sum of the increase in

evapotranspiration and soil water storage, and the runoff in the

LARHR showed an insignificant increasing trend. As the climate

continues to warm, the hydrological cycle in the TRHR may be

further accelerate, posing a challenge to the utilization of water

resources in the TRHR and its downstream. Future work should

focus on the future changes in the water cycle of the TRHR,

which will be more helpful for planning water resources

management under climate change.
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